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MIDLANDS

NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the second
newsletter for 2020, and
what a quarter it has been.
Unfortunately, it must be
said, the last quarter was
dominated by Covid-19,
whether we wanted it to be
or not. Hopefully most of
those matters are behind us
and for us at Midlands, we are
pleased to be back on deck
and operating as per normal.
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Quarterly

MESSAGE

from THE CEO

Tobias Taylor

A lot has happened in the last quarter, clearly some of it unplanned.
We also have a lot going on in the next few months. So I will take the
opportunity below to update you.
Firstly, despite the disruption, we are very pleased to deliver a consistent
result to investors in what has been an uncertain time. Therefore, as you will
have seen, our annualised pre-tax distribution rate for this quarter remains
5.10% again. We are extremely proud of this result.
Loans Manager Tony Brooker retired from Midlands recently. Tony had been
with Midlands for some 14+ years. We farewelled Tony once lock down rules
allowed. I for one will miss his sage comments on a raft of matters. We wish
Tony and Shirley all the best in their well-deserved retirement.
Wendy Babe from our loans team has returned to work from maternity
leave. Wendy will be back on deck fully from mid-August. This is great
news and helps Midlands build up that experienced team to manage our
growing loans book.
Last, but not least, our planned move over the road to the “Tribune”
development has been delayed until October. Until then, we will continue
to occupy our art deco building with pride.

Feel free to contact me via e-mail
on tobias@mmt.net.nz to let me
know how Midlands is doing

Tobias Taylor, CEO

Performance snapshot
Quarterly distributions*

Fund size

Unit price

1 JUL 2019

5.20%

$51.13m

92c

1 OCT 2019

5.20%

$53.4m

92c

1 JAN 2020

5.10%

$57.6m

92c

1 APR 2020

5.10%

$59.7m

1 JUL 2020

5.10%

$61.2m at 16

92c
th

June

*Annualised pre-tax returns paid quarterly. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.

92c

investment
update

Elliott Jackson,
Investment Manager

It has been a tumultuous time since 25th March 2020 when our lives in
lockdown began. We have all faced challenges and made the best of
things. Thankfully, we are now at level 1 and showing the world how to
handle a pandemic crisis.
Over the last few months I have had great conversations with many of you,
covering topics such as family, the media, economics, and the property market.
It has been truly amazing to listen to your stories and views on the world and
answer some of your queries. The question many of you asked was, “where to
from here?” My answer was simple, and I repeat it now: New Zealand is a great
country with many natural resources not least of which are its people. There is
light at the end of the tunnel and our success going forward will be up to us.

The path from here
The team at Midlands continued as an essential service throughout the
Covid-19 lockdown. Initially some of us worked from home but now we
are all back in the office and loving it!
There is no getting away from the fact that the world is in the middle of a
health crisis. Governments and central banks across the world are taking
unprecedented steps to cushion the economic blow that is likely to follow
and ease pressures in financial markets. It is important to remember at this
juncture that an economic forecast is just that, a forecast. The truth of any
economic situation is always delivered with the benefit of hindsight.
Economists are predicting that we will have some degree of financial pain to
endure. In New Zealand financial stimuli will most likely be ramped up over
the coming months to help support affected businesses and households.
At this point it is important to say that New Zealand has handled this crisis well
above the expectations of many throughout the world and maybe even our
own. Recovery from all the uncertainty may be slower than we are hoping for,
but remember that it will come, we may just have to be a little patient.
Now is the time to look at learning the lessons from this crisis. Some
industries will change while others benefit. International trade will
eventually resume, but we may see a focus on locally sourced products for
a while. This is where New Zealand will flourish and, in my opinion, continue
to adapt quickly to meet market demands.
Over the last few months, we have seen steady and renewed interest in
our product. Whilst it is not quite business as usual yet, we look forward to
continuing to provide above bank returns in a low interest environment.
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19%

Auckland

Bay of Plenty

by region

Waikato

8.7%

Wellington

15.1%

Nelson

0.8%

West Coast

Loans by Sector
The loan assets are spread
between commercial,
rural and residential
securities as follows:
Commercial loans
Rural loans
Residential loans

31.20%

Canterbury

Otago

0.8%

Hawke’s Bay 23.8%

Marlborough

0.8%

7.1%

Gisborne 0.8%

Taranaki 4.8%
Manawatu-Whanganui 3.2%

Southland

1.6%

1.6%

7.9%

4.0%

Fund Asset
Allocation
At 16 June 2020 the
Fund’s assets comprised:
Unlisted property (loans
secured by 1st mortgage)

Investor
return

5.10%*

Number of
investors

625

Average
investment

$98k
$61.2m

Cash and cash equivalents

Fund size

(as at 16 June)

New Zealand Fixed Interest

Largest loan

$1.7m

Number of
loans

126

Average loan
size

$445k

5.50%

Cash and term
$6.7m
deposits
As at 16th June 2020.

54.86% 13.94%

85.61%

8.89%

*Annualised pre-tax June quarterly return. Paid quarterly. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.

AML/CFT Update

Doug Bailey,
Commercial Manager

New Zealand’s place in the global financial community means we have
many responsibilities that are passed down as compliance obligations.
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
is a major compliance activity for Midlands; as the Fund predates the
Act, it requires a lot of ‘retro-fitting’. One AML/CFT requirement is for
Midlands to prove its investors’ identity and address, and we thank you
for your help in providing those documents and keeping them up-to-date.
Another requirement is to prove investors’ source of funds or wealth. Our
Investment Team is working its way through early customer files and, if you
are one such customer, they will contact you to ask for certain documents
that show where your investment funds came from. We understand our
requesting this information may feel like an intrusion, but it is a legislative
requirement that we do. Our team is trained to help identify the relevant
document so we will make the experience as painless as we can.

Email Addresses
Midlands is increasingly using electronic communication to talk to customers,
and we are continually adding email addresses to our customer files. Please
take the time to send us your email address by emailing: elliott@mmt.net.nz

Quarterly Fund Updates
Each quarter, Midlands publishes its Quarterly Fund Update on our website
and on the Disclose Register. The Update shows the performance of
the Fund and gives information about the loans portfolio. One piece of
information is investor returns for the past year and over the past five years.
We wish to advise our customers that the investor return has been recalculated
in accordance with relevant legislation and we have published Revised Quarterly
Fund Updates for December 2018, March 2019, June 2019 and September 2019.
The changes made relate to the annual returns shown in the table and the
annual return graph under the section ‘How has the Fund Performed?”
Previously, investor returns showed the annualised distribution return for
the quarter. However, the corrected calculations show the sum of that
return and the movement in the unit price (expressed to four decimal
places) from the previous quarter. The changes are not material, but we are
required to advise you of the revised calculations.

LOANS

UPDATE

Mark Hardman,
Senior Loans Manager

To say the last period was interesting is an understatement; now all eyes are
on the economy and getting back to business as usual. The excellent news
is that we managed to grow our lending book and are seeing demand for
loans return to normal levels; we are in a good position to take advantage of
some premium proposals and have have also made the decision to focus on
low LVR (loan value ratios) lending to help ‘future proof’ the loan book to
help mitigate the risk of any down turn in the property market.
I recently attended an auction in Taupo as was curious to see how the
property would sell so soon after lockdown. I talked to the local valuers
and the real estate agents prior to the sale and the overwhelming feedback
was that the market was strong prior and remains strong post-Covid – the
property sold at the pre-Covid valuation.
We welcome Finance New Zealand, our newest aggregated broker team,
to our panel of valued referrers – I enjoyed our recent conference call and
introduction to their team. Most of my time is spent, discussing potential
loans with brokers and talking through the borrower’s circumstances,
so having strong working relationships with our broker network ensures
we receive the quality proposals we are in the market for and is a really
important part of the process. This saves everyone time in placing the right
loan with the right lender.
I am very pleased to report our naturally conservative approach means the
loan book remains in good shape and we will continue to add quality low
LVR loans as they present.

Contact Mark at mark@mmt.net.nz
Mobile: 027 354 7223

Meet the
team
Tobias Taylor

Doug Bailey

Mark Hardman

Elliott Jackson

Jill Shipp,
Loans Administration
Supervisor and Analyst

Bird life

Hi. I’m Jill and I’ve been at Midlands for 8 months as Loans Admin
Supervisor and Analyst.
My husband, Kevin, and I live on a 6 hectare lifestyle block in Central
Hawkes Bay. We’re not farmers but we have a family of birdlife. We moved
from Carterton in the Wairarapa with seven chickens and then re-homed
ten geese from Wellington Bird Rehabilitation Centre.
Two and a half years on, our population has soared (like a bird? – ha ha!) –
and now we have somewhere between 60 and 70 chickens (we’ve lost count
of exact numbers, to be honest), around 30 ducks, and 50 or so geese.
Feeding time is at 4pm each day. The geese and ducks are fed on a mixture
of corn and barley. The fun part is running down the garden, and trying to
get the geese to take off and fly over our heads, however sometimes their
directional skills aren’t as good as they think, and I’ve been smacked over
the back of my head with a goose wing on occasion!
Then, the chickens are fed with a mixture of seed and pellets, and some
Dog Roll for extra protein.
We collect around 20 eggs a day at the moment, which we sell to
neighbours and work colleagues.
We’re big softies when it comes to poorly
birds, so we have a one-legged chicken,
called Hoppy, who sits on the couch with
us in the evening, and sleeps in a box in
the lounge at night, because she can’t get
up on a perch like the others.
As a result of all those free-ranging birds,
we have to carefully check our shoes
before going indoors, for obvious reasons,
but we wouldn’t be without our bird family.

Wendy Babe

Jill Shipp

Chandar Dudding

Leoni Potgieter
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